Utilize the familiarity and reliability of a high confidence platform

With Windows Embedded CE 6.0 R3, developers can stop the learning curve and focus on creating the next wave of evolutionary devices. With familiar technologies like Microsoft® Visual Studio® and Expression Blend™, plus the enhanced features in CE 6.0 R3, OEMs will be able to quickly bring to market these differentiated devices. And best of all—it can be done while leveraging existing Windows Embedded CE 6.0 BSPs, hardware, and design.

With a high confidence platform comes a high confidence ecosystem. A global community of partners trained on the latest Windows Embedded technologies helps ensure OEMs can receive the support services they need to differentiate their device. With CE 6.0 R3, OEMs can tap into existing designer and developer expertise to create rich, stand out experiences on their device.

With Windows Embedded, you get a partner whose business model is aligned to your success.

Reinventing the user experience

Today’s embedded devices are more engaging than ever before. Silverlight® for Windows Embedded gives OEMs the technology to build devices that exceed customer expectations and explore entirely new paradigms for user experience. Immersive user experiences are enabled by Silverlight technologies that create compelling user interfaces and touch/gesture technologies that provide a natural input method.

In addition to Silverlight, CE 6.0 R3 benefits from a host of Internet Explorer® enhancements that provide the rich, high fidelity web browsing experience customers expect on any device. Internet Explorer Embedded introduces penning, streaming, Adobe® Flash Lite® 3 support, and a customizable application UI to deliver a browsing experience optimized for the device.

Connect to the world of Windows

Windows Embedded CE 6.0 R3 is designed for connectivity. New features support connectivity to PCs, servers, services, and other devices. Windows Device Stage technology enables a seamless connection to Windows 7 PCs. Additionally, Office and PDF viewing capabilities give users the ability to access their important work documents virtually anywhere on their Windows Embedded CE devices. From the handheld device to the web, and from the server to the PC, the world of Windows provides a consistent experience that customers know and trust.

Windows® Embedded CE 6.0 R3 provides the tools and technologies to create devices with an unmatched experience for the end user. OEMs can use familiar tools and innovative technologies to create devices differentiated by a rich user interface, a high fidelity browsing experience, and a unique connection to Windows PCs, other devices, and services quickly and efficiently.

Visit www.windowsembedded.com/ce for more information.

Windows Embedded products are covered by an industry leading 10-year support program plus a product availability of 15 years.
### Windows Embedded CE Features at a Glance

#### High-Confidence Platform
- Utilize familiar tools and high-performance technologies
  - Familiar Visual Studio and Expression Blend tools
- Utilize current investment
  - Utilize existing investment in Windows Embedded CE 6.0, hardware, and design
- A highly skilled global ecosystem
  - A global community of Windows Embedded partners
  - Choice of BSPs from leading silicon vendors
  - An array of support services to help differentiate any device
- Low-risk business model
  - Download an 180-day trial edition of Windows Embedded CE and a 30-day trial edition of Microsoft Expression Blend 2
  - Pay for licenses when you ship

#### Endless Possibilities
- Silverlight for Windows Embedded
  - Enables OEMs to differentiate their device through a rich UI
  - Reduces the time and cost needed to deliver a differentiated experience
- New Touch Gestures
  - Pan for use in list controls, image display, and web browsing
  - Flick for use to quickly navigate a large list or to switch between screens of the UI
- High-fidelity web browsing
  - Internet Explorer Embedded
  - Customizable UI with Silverlight for Windows Embedded
  - Panning and zooming optimized experience for devices
  - Adobe Flash Lite 3.1 delivers a rich media experience

#### Windows Connected
- Connection to Windows 7 PCs
  - Enables PC companion opportunities for Windows Embedded CE 6.0 R3-based devices
  - Windows Device Stage technology provides a consistent experience for end users to synchronize content and perform custom setup tasks
- Improved connectivity management
  - CE 6.0 R3 adds Connection Manager to the end-to-end connectivity infrastructure
  - Enhanced connectivity to other devices, PCs, servers, and services
- Technologies to access critical information on any device
  - Office and PDF viewing capabilities
- Deliver a consistent experience across devices, PCs, and the web
  - A consistent device experience to complement the PC experience

---

**Get started today!**
Go to [www.windowsembedded.com/downloads](http://www.windowsembedded.com/downloads) to try an evaluation version of the complete product